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DISCOVERY OF 6-MINUTE OSCILLATIONS IN HD 151878TIWARI, S. K.; CHAUBEY, U. S.; PANDEY, C. P.Aryabhatta Researh Institute of Observational Sienes (ARIES), Nainital - 263129 IndiaThe rapidly osillating Ap (roAp) stars are ool, magneti, hemially peuliar A-typestars, pulsate with periods ranging from 4-21 minutes, and have pulsation amplitudes� 16 mmag in Johnson B. Some of the roAp stars are of great signi�ane to astrophysisbeause they allow us to study pulsation and hemial di�usion in presene of magneti�elds. Till 2006, of the 35 roAp stars known, 30 are in the southern hemisphere, andthus inaessible with most of the astronomers from the northern hemisphere. To dis-over northern roAp stars, we are arrying out a survey programme entitled \Searh forpulsation in hemially peuliar stars".HD 151878 is lassi�ed as a F2 star in HD atalogue. The Str�omgren indies of the starHD 151878 are b � y = 0:225, m1 = 0.234, 1 = 0.684, � = 2.759 (Hauk & Mermilliod,1998) whih indiate a strong metalliity whih is generally found in Ap and Am stars.On the basis of these peuliar olours, we observed the star HD 151878 on May 30,2007 with 104-m Sampurnanand telesope of ARIES, Nainital, equipped with high-speedfast photometer. We were rewarded with the disovery of 6-min osillations in the star.Further, we observed the star HD 151878 on June 01 and 03, 2007 (orresponding JDs2454253, and 2454255) and noted the same 6-min osillations.As we were searhing for variations in the 4-21 min range and also due to the abseneof any suitable omparison star in the �eld, we did not observe any omparison star. Thedata were aquired as ontinuous single hannel 10s integrations through a Johnson B�lter. A diaphragm of 2-mm in diameter whih orresponds to 30 arse was used tominimize the light losses arising from seeing e�et and traking drifts. The observationswere interrupted, nearly every 20-30 minutes, for sky bakground measurements to takeaount of hanges of sky brightness during the night as well as to hek the entering ofthe programme star in the diaphragm.The observed data were orreted for oinideneounting losses due to the dead time of the photon ounting eletronis, sky bakgroundand atmospheri extintion. Beause of the absene of any omparison star observations,the observed data have been normalized in the mean to zero on a nightly basis. Thereis always some degree of ontamination of single hannel high-speed photometry by skytranspareny variations. The normalized nightly data were prewhitened due to somemild sky transpareny variations on time sale � 0.5 hr with aution, as they do notdisriminate between the sky transpareny variations and real variations in the star.The nightly observed light urves of HD 151878 are plotted in Figure 1. Figure 2 showsthe nightly amplitude spetrum of the light urve depited in Figure 1. The amplitudespetrum of the light urve peaks strongly at 2.78 mHz (Period = 6 min) for all the threedates. It is evident from Figures 1 and 2 that the nightly observed mean amplitude of theosillations of all the three dates are di�erent from eah other. This amplitude modulation
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may be either due to exitation of di�erent modes or due to rotation of the star. Furtherobservations will be arried out to study rotational and multi-pulsational behaviour ofthis star.

Figure 1. Disovery and on�rming light urves of HD 151878 observed in Johnson B �lter.

Figure 2. Amplitude spetrum of the nightly light urves depited in Figure 1.
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